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Onslow County
Soil Identification Legend

1-1-74 Revised 7-i-74

NAME OF SOIL MAPPING UNITS LISTED ALPHABETICALLY

*(Woodland)

(Woodland)

Bayboro loam

Baymeade sand, 1 to 6 percent slopes

Baymeade soils, 1 to 6 percent slopes

Bibb and Johnston soils, frequently flooded

Bladen fine sand loam

Blanton sand

Borrow pits

Capers soils, flooded by tides

Corolla-Duckston complex

Craven fine sandy loam, 1 to 4 percent slopes

Craven fine sandy loam, 4 to 8 percent slopes

Exum very fine sandy loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes

Coldsboro |oamy sand, 0 to 2 percent slopes

Johns sandy loam

Kureb sand, 0 to 6 percent slopes

(Woodland). Kureb and Lakeland soils, 0 to 6 percent slopes

Lakeland sand, 0 to 6 percent slopes

Lenoir loam

Leon sand

(Woodland) Leon soils

I...,1’. ".Jy I..





MAP SYMBOL

417

891

LM

894

458

708

365A

365B

365C

415 564)

ON

460

PM

836

738

830

RL

452

420

870

TP

877

UL

I!1.-0

(Woodland)

(Woodland)

’Woodland)

Woodland)

(Woodland)

NAME OF SOIL MAPPING UNIT

Lynchburg sandy loam

Lynn Haven sand

Lynn Haven and Murville soils

Murville fine sand

Nahunta very fine sandy loam

Newhan sand, 2 to 15 percent slopes

Norfolk loamy sand, 0 to 2 percent slopes

Norfolk loamy sand, 2 to 6 percent slopes

Norfolk loamy sand, 6 to i0 percent slopes

Onslow loamy fine sand

Onslow and Norfolk soils, 0 to 6 percent slopes

Pactolus loamy sand

Pamlico soils

Pantego loam

Pocalla loamy sand, 0 to 6 percent slopes

Rains sahdy loam

Rains and Lynchburg soil

Seabrook loamy fine sand

Stalling loamy sand

Torhunta fine sandy loam

Torhunta and Pantego soils

Trebloc loam

Urban land

slopes





MAP SYMBOL

370B

370C

722

WA

833

(Woodland)

NAME OF SOIL MAPPING UNIT

Wagram loamy sand, 0 to 6 percent slopes

Wagram loamy sand, 6 to i0 percent slopes

Wando fine sand

Wando and Seabrook soils, 0 to 6 percent slopes

Woodington loamy sand

*The woodland delineations are generally larger and the composition

of the unit is apt to be more variable than for other units in

the survey area. Usually there is more than one soil series in

each unit. Mapping has been controlled well enough, however,

for soil interpretation for woodland and wildlife uses of the

areas.





Special Symbols

0

Small borrow pits, to I acre in size.

Net area, Small areas ( to 3 acres) of somewhat
poorly to poorly drained soils that are at least
one dralnase class wetter than the surrounding soils.

Sand are. Small well or excessively drained area,
( to 3 acres) of soils with very thick sandy sur-
face layers or deep sand soils which occur in
areas with less than 20 inches of surface soil.

Short steep slopes (10 to 30 percent; 20 to 100
feet lon) which are too narrow to delineate
from surrounding nearly level to gently sloping
layer.

Gravelly area. Percent of gravel by volume is

20 to 50 percent and to 3 acres in size.
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MAP SYMBOL SOIL NAME
739 Baymeade sand, 1 to 6 percent slopes

x’t. smts l/
11,. SURVI:y INTEIIPRETATION$

somewhat ecessively
The Baymeade series are / drained soils with thick eandy surface hortsons that have

irregular intermittent Bh bodies in the A2 horizon over loamy strong brown Bt horizons.

These soils are broad undulating ridges in the lower oastal Plains. Slopes range
fro 1 to 6 per cent.

Ma]o
Soll

Horizons

(Inches)!

0-36"

36-49

49-78

Classification

IIDA IUnifledTexture AASHO

sand SP,SM,SP_SM A2,

sandy loam, ,-SC, A2,A-4
sandy clay lmn
loamy sand, SM, SP- A-2
sand SM

ESTIMATED PHYSICAL AND CI’gMICAL PROPERTIES

Fract.
in.

i00

I00

I00

Percentage Less Than 3 Avail. Shrink-

Inches Passing Sieve No.-- Permea- Water Soll Swell
LL PI bility Cap. Reac- Poten-

4 I0 40 200 in/hr, in/in, tion tlal

I00 I00 50-70 .5-15 Np 6.0-20, .02J.06 5.1-6.5 Very
low

i00 i00 60-90 30-55 10-20 5-10 2.0-6.C .I0.14 5.1-6.5 Iw

I00 I00 50-75 5-30 Np 6.0-20, .02-.10 5.1-6.5 Very
low

Depth to rock: Rock free

Flood hazard: None

Wetness: Water table Is belw 5 feet

ydrologic group: A

SUITABILITY AND IJQR FEATtRES AFFECTING SOIL AS RESOURCE MATERIAL
Topsoil

ISand
IGravel
IRoadfill

Poor sand texture

Fair
Unsuited
Good

DEGREE OF LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR SOIL FEATURES AFFECTING SELECTED USE

Pond reservoir
Severe permeability

Pond embankments
Moderate susceptibility to piping

Excavated ponds (aquifer fed)
Severe depth to aeasonlly high water table

Corrosivity Uncoated steel
Lo

Corrosivity- Concrete
High soil texture and reaction

Dwe Iing
Slight

Septic tank filter fields
Slight

Sewage lagoons
Severe- peneabillty

Local roads and streets

Slight

Light industries
Slight

Sanitary landfill
both types Severe permeabillfy

RI’V. 7--70 10X 14 WORKSHEET 12-8 4--N--274I OF

These soils .are poor filters and may cause contamination of water
SXl0 WORKSHEET 12-4 4-N--27413--A OF

supplies, streams, ponds, etc.



IGREE OF S01L LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING RECREATION DEVELOPMENT

Camp Areas Moderate sandy surface soll

Picnic Areas Moderate sandy surface soll

playgrounds Severe sandy surface soll

Paths and Trails Severe sandy surface soll

CAPABILITY.

Phases of Capability
Series

slopes
llls

SOIL LOSS FACTORS, AND POTENTIAL YIELDS--(High Level Management)

Soil Loss orn Peanuts Bahia Coastal
K T bu. lbs. Pasture AUM Bermuda AUM

.17 5 60 2100 7.0 8.0

Coastal

Bermudaona

4.5

Phases of Potential for Hablat Elements ,otential
Series Grain an Grasses, Wild Hardwood Low Wetland Shallow Openland

seed crops legumes herbaceous trees an conifer, food and water Wildlife
slant, shrubs plants, cover devel.

Habitat For--

Woodland Wetland
Wildlife’Wildlife

All Very poor poor Very Very Very Very Very Very Very
poor poor poor poor poor poor poor poor

Phases of
Series

All 3e2

WOODLAND SUITABILITY
4/

Potential Productivity

Important Trees|Site ImporZant Understor
lTndex Ve. (Mad. canopy)

Loblolly pine 80 N/A
Slash pine 80
Longlef pine 65

Ilbs/ac

RANGE

4oodland Management Problems
Erosion Equip. Seedling
Hazard Limit. Mortality

Slight Moderat. Moderate

Trees to Pladl

Slash pine
Loblolly
Longleaf pin,

Pases of Series Range Site Potentl productivity (climax) of imposn specles--ls/ac

OTHER

/ lnterpreacions based on "Guide for Xnterpretlng Engineering uses of Soils", Nov. 1971
/ Soils Memo 69
./ Soils o 74

Soil Sudsy interpretations Eor wolands, "Progress por W-16", January 1970.



MAP SBOL
8n libb soils, frequently flooded

SURVEY INTERPRETATIONS
,BB SE.IES

The aibb series consists of poorly zained, level to nearly level flood plain soils subject to frequent

overflow. They have brownish to grayish sandy loam surf.s layers over gray stratified sandy and silty

subsurface layers. A water table is within 8 inches of the surface from 6 to II months each year.

General
Soil
Profile

0-37

37-60"

TIMATED PHYSICAL AD CHEMICAL PROPERTIES//

Classification

USDA
Texture Unl ed

sl, i, sil SM,

sil, i, sl ., SM
cl (

SHO
A-2
A-4

A-6

% of Material Passing
Seive No.

,1o 0 2
95-100 90-100 60-90 30-60

60-100 50-10 40-100 30-90

LL PI

0-40 0-12

15- 4-14

Flood hazard: Very frequent, brief duration. Depth to rock: Rook free

Wetness: Very shallow water table for long periods. Poorly drained.

bility
in/hr.
.63-2.0

.63-2.0

Avail.
Water
Cap.

in/in.
.12-.18

Shrink
Soil Swell
Reac- Poten-
tion tia
4.5-5.5 Low

.12-.20 4.5-5.5 Low

Hydrologic

SUITABILITY AND MAJOR FEATUESAFFECTING SOILASRESOURCEMATERIAL--/
Topsoil Fair moderate prockletivity
Sand Fair con%sins e=eas fines .,
Gravel
Roadfill

Poor improbable source
Poor poorly drained

DEGREE
Highway location

Pond reservoir areas

Pond embankments

OF DIMITATIONSANDMAJOR SOIL FEATURES AFFECTIN SELECTED UBE

Severe; flooding, hi@h water table.

Excavated ponds

2_/ Moderate; permeability

Corrosivity Uncoated steel

Modmzate; moderate seepage and piping

treets and luw-ccat roads

fluctuating water table can ca,,e excess fluctuation in

Impoundment emeabilit

High; acidity; poorly drained

Corrosivit Concrete
_/ Moderate; acidity

Foundations for low buildings

_/ Severe; flooding; Kigh water table

Septic tank filter fields

_/ Severe; flootmg; highmter table

Sewage lagoons

@/ Severe; probable flood amge to ebaents

Severe; flooding; high water table

Light industries

3_/ Severe; flooding; hi waz table

mc wO. REV. S-SS
| X s0. WORK sHEaT -- 4--N-?41--A Off



Camp Aras
DEGPKE OF SOIL LIMITATI.ONS AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING RCREATION DE%LOPMENT 4_/

Severe; flooding and wetness

Picnic Areas

Severe; flooding and wetness

Playgrounds

Paths and Trails

Severe; flooding and wetnesa

Severe; fl:l.ng and mtneaa

Phases of
Series

CAPABILITY, SOIL LOSS FACTORS, AND POTIAL YIELDS--(High Level Mnagement)

Capability_.l Loss oz

frequently
flooded Vw

occasionally
flooded

Phases of
Series Ord.

All 2w9

Openland Wildlife

120

hay
ons

35 3.0

WOODLARD SUITABILITY
Potential Productivlt S-dling Erosion Equip.
Important Trees . I. Mortality Hazard Limit.

lass
Loblolly pine 92_? Severe Sligh Severe
Setgu 90_+9

L, Paetur, AUM
Bahia & e. Fescue & L2.

7.0 7.0

8.0 8.0

Poorly suited

Woodland Wildlife

Suited

Wetland Wildlife

Well suited

Trees to Plant

0tormood
Nuttall oak
Sycaaore
Loblolly pine

Grazing
Potential

Site name and kinds and amounts of vegetation under potential (or.climax) cover.

1_/ EsimaCed by using data froa soils that hav
ides for Interpretg izing of ils Asozy lls-4, 4/67
-znaed bles 19

4/ Soils MEan-69 il Xzti foe Rat I0/
Raings used e 11 suite,’8,

REV. @-@I 10 X 14 WORK |HEAT .- 4--N--174 I Of



MAP SYMBOL SOrt. NAE
Craven fine snd loa, 4 to 8 ercent slopes

caav l/
SOIL SURVEY INTERPRETATIONS

The Craven series consists of moderately well drained soils nearly level to sloping Coastal Plain up-

lends. Typlcslly, hese soils have a grayish brown loam surface layer and a light olive brown and yellowlsh
brown clay subsoil that is very firm and very slowly permeable. Gray mottles are coon below about 18

inches. The substratum is commonly clayey with lenses of sandy material, Slopes range from 0 to 12 percent.

alor
Classification

Horizons] USDA
(inches)[ Texture ;Unified

55-65 clay loam ICH, CL

Depth to rock:

Flood hazard:

SHO

ESTIMATED PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Coarse Percentage Less Than 3 Avail. Shrink-

Fract. Inches Passlns Sieve No.-- Permea-[ Water Soil swell

>3 in.
LL PI biLity Cap. Reac- [Poten-

% 4 10 40 200 in/hr. in/in, lion ttal

100 100 90-1001 70-95 51-60118-351.06-.20 1.12-.15 14.5-5.5] Hod

100 100 90-1001 55-85 2-55115-351.06-.20 1.12-.15 14.5-5.51 Hod

Rock free Hydrologic Stoup: C

one

Wetness: Depth to seasonal high water table is within 2% feet of the surface for 2 to 6 months annually on the

nearly level phases.

SUITA31LI AND HAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING SOIL AS PESOCE HATERL
Topsoil Poor: Thickness of material
Sand Unsuited
Gravel Unsuited
Roadfill Poor: Unified soil group

DEGREE OF LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR SOIL FEATURES AFFECTING SELECTED USE

Pond reservoir areas

Pond

Slight

oderate compressibility
embankments

Excavated ponds (aquifer fed)
Runoff fed

Corroslvity Uncoated steel

Moderate deth to dry season water table

High soil drainage end texture

iCorroslvity Concrete
High acidity texture end ecidtty

,Dwellings
Severe unified soil group

Severe depth to water table
Septic tank filter fields

Sewage lagoons

Light Industrlea

Ssnltary Lsndftll
Trenqcb and Ares Method

0-27. slopes slight
2-7 slopes moderate, slope
7-127. slopes severe, slope

Severe unified soll group

Severe unified soil group

Severe depth to seaeonal high water table

IqEv. 7-70 10h X 14 WORK SHEET 12--44 4--N-27413 OF 2

8Xl0h WORKSWEET 12--44 4-N--27415--A 0F2



Camp Areas
Hoderste pemeabiltty

Picnic Areas 0-7 slopes $ilght
8-12 slopes moderate, slope

Playgrounds 0o6 sloes moderate slope, permeability
6_-IZo. slopes severe, slope,, permeab11ty

lths and Trails Slight

CAPABILITY, SOIL LOSS FACTORS, ARD POTTIAL YLDB--(Hih Ltvel |4anageent)

Phases of

Series
I, sil, fsl;

O-IZ
1-47o

8-12Z
cl-;
4-12Z

Capability

Vie

Soil oss Cotton
K T ibm.
31 .3

600
500

u.

115
105

Tab.
1be.

2700
2500

bu bu Ibs tons A, A,

.5 70 60 2900 6.0 12.0 9.0

.0 60 50 2800 6.0 11.0 9.5
5.0 9.0 7.5

8.0 7.0

5.0 8.0 7.0

Phases of
Series

O--4Z

4-8%

8-12%

Phases f
eries Ord.

All

TT.1W.T %rTILITy
Potential for Habitat Elements

Grain and Grasses, Wild
seed crops legtes herbaceotu

well well well
suited" suited suited

well ell well
suited lulled att

Hardwood Low Wetland Shallow
trees and conifer, food ad water
shrs Iplts Lcover devel.

well poorly poorly well
suited 8.ted suited suited

well poorly tmauited unsuited
suited

Ptential

Important Trees|Site

Loblolly Pine aS1

_
Longleaf Pine 1672
Water oak 80

Productivit
!Important Understory
Ve. . ancv hbs/ae

N/A

tentlal
Oenland oodla
ildlife Wildlife

well well
suited suited

well ell
suited euited

Habitat For--

Wetland
Wildlife!

well
suited

msuited

unsuite

MondlandManant Problems
Erosion Equip. Seedling
Hazard imlt. Mrtality

SliBht oderate Slight

Trees to Pla

Loblolly Pine

Slash Pine

Pases of Series Range Bite tential productlvit (clizmx) of iportant secles--ibs/ac

Interpreeattona based on "Cide for Interpreting ngiaeering Uses of Soils", Feb. 1971
Based on data fro one on, 865-7A-1-6 Pitt nty, N. C.

Boils No. 69
oland Prrnss rt -16, Jan., 1970



MAP SYMBOL
704

SOIL NAME
Kureb sand, 0 to 6 percent slopes

SOIL. SURVEY INTERPRETATIONS _1/

The reb series consists of excessively drained sands broad undulating ridges and short side slopes

in the Coastal Plains. These soils have thin dark gray and surfaces over thick light gray to white subsurfaces

which are underlain by brownish yellow sands. Slope gradients range from 0-20 percent but are commonly less

than 10 percent.

ESTIMATED PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Major
Classification

Coarse Percentage Less Than 3

Soll Fract. Inches Passing Sieve No.--
LL

Horizons USDA >3 in.
(inches Texture Unified AASHO % 4 l0 40 200

SP A-3 I00 60-95 5 NP0=S9 Sand

Depth to rock: Rock free

Flood hazard: None

Wetness: Water table than 6 feet deep.

PI billty
In/hr.

NP 6.3-20

Avail. Shrink-
Water Soil Swell
Cap. Reac- Poten-

In/In. tlon tlal

<" .05 4.5-7.3 Very
Low

Rydrologlc Stoup: A

SUITABILITY AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING SOIL AS RESOURCE MATERIAL
Topsoil Poor: Texture
Sand Gond:
Gravel Poor:
Roadfill Good:

Improbable source
If soil binder is added

DEGREE OF LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR SOIL FEATIYRES AFFECTING SELECTED USE

reseruoir Severe: Permeabillty

Pond embankments Severe: Permeability; poor resistance to piping and erosion

Excavated ponds (aquifer fed) Severe: Depth to dry season water table more than 6 feet

Corroslvity Uncoated steel Very Low

Corrosivity Concrete Low to Noderate: Texture, reaction

[Dwellings None to Slight: 0-g percent slopes
Hoderate: 8-15 percent slopes Severe Slopes more than 15 percent

Septic tank filter fields Severe: Permeability; possible contamination of water supply

’Sewage lagoons Severe Permeability

Local roads and streets SlRght 0-8 percent slols
Hoderste: -15 percent slopes Severe: More than 15 percent slopes

Light industries 0-4 percent slopes: Slight Over 8 percent slopes: Severe, slope
4-8 percent slopes: Moderate, slope

SItarv landfill
Icenc Method Severe: Permeability
Area Method Severe: Permeability



nc.E OF SOIL LIMITATI.0S AND MAJOR FEATURZ8 AFFECTING RECREATION DEVELOPMENT

Camp Areas Severe Texture

Picnic Areas Severe: Texture

Playgrounds Severe Texture

Paths and Trails Severe: Texture

CAPABILITY SOIL LOSS FACTORS, AND POTENTIAL YIELDS-- (High Level Management>

Phases of Capability
Series

0-5% slopes

Over 6% slopes

VIs

Phases of
Series Grain and

seed crops!

All poorly
Phases suited

Soil Loss
K T

.17 4

.17 4

3.5

ILDLI SUITABILITY
Potential for Habitat Elemnts

Grasses Wild Hardwoo Low Wetland Shallow
legumes herbaceous trees and conifer, food and water

n]ant, shrubs plants :over devel,

poorly poorly poorly ell unsuited unsuited

suited suited suited suited

tential as Habitat For--

Openland Woodland Wetland
Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife

poorly poorly unsulte

suited suited

Phases of
Series Ord.

All 5s3
Phases

WOODLAND SUITABILITY

Iotential Productivity

mportant Trees[Site Important Understory

ITndex Ve. (Mad. canoDv

LonEleaf pine 50 N/A
Slash pine 60

hbs/ac

RANGE

4oodland bnaement Problems

Erosion Equip. Seedling
Hazard Limit, Mortality

slight

Trees to Pla

severe severe Longleaf pine
Slash pine

Phases of Series Range Site Potential productivity (climax) of important species--ibs/ac

OTHER

Interpretations based on 1970 uide Llnes for Southern Regional Work Planning Conference.

Based un ProEzess Pport W-16 Januar 1970.



MP SBOL SOIL NAME

82 Leon

OIL SURVEY INTERPRETATIONS

hese are poorly daine, sandy soils with & wetly cemented, organic stained lair within nches dp.

They have thin nd surface ye d 11gh gray nd ssur&ce 1wet. The wetly cemmed, oganic

stated sb rk eddtsh b, o bzown sand. 1 he cented layer to nches deep

is loe nd. These soi a nearly level to ntly sluing d in the lowe Atlafc a Gulf

Coastal Plain.

Major
Soil

Horizons USDA
(inches) Texture Unified

0-15 Sand SP

15-30 Sand SM
SP-SM

30-80 Sand SP

They fored in acid sandy, marine sedlents.

ESTIMATED PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Coarse
Classificaion ,Fract.

>3 in.
AASHO

A-3,
A-2-4

A-3
A-2-4

A-3,
A-2-4

Percentage Less Than 3
Inches PassinK Sieve No.-- Perea-

LL PI bility
& 10 40 200 in/hr.

I00 i00 80-100 2-12 NP NP 6.3-20

I00 I00 80 i00 5-20 NP NP .63-6.3

I00 I00 80-I00 2-12 NP NP 20

Avail. Shrink-
Water Soil Swell

Cap. Reac- Poten-
in/in, tion tial

.01-.051 4.0-5.5 Very
low

.05-.10 4.0-5.5 Very
low

.01-.05 4.0-5. Very
low

Depth to rock:

Flood hazard:

Wetness:

Rock free Rydrologlc roup: A/D

Depressional areas are ponded.

Waer able is i0 to 40 inches deep For more than 6 months during most years. I is less than

I0 inches deed for 1 to 4 months during periods of high rainfall and recedes to more than 40

inches deep durir some dry seasons

SUTTAgTTT AND MJQR FEATURES AFFECTING SOIL AS RESOURCE MATERIAL

To,soil
[Sand
[Gravel
tRoadfill

Poor; saztd texture
Probble source
Improbable source
Good; wetness may be a hazard to its use

DEGREE OF LIMITATIONS AND MAOR S01. FEATURES ,CTING SELECTED USE

Pond reservoir areas Severe; permeability

Pond embankments Severe; slope stabillty peneability

Excavated podia (aquifer fed) Moderate; depth to dry seaso water table

Corroslvlty Uncoated steel Severe; fluctuating water table and rectlon

Corroslvlty- Concrete Moderate to severe| eactlon

Dveltings Severe; high water table

Septic task filter fields Severe| hi water lble

Sewage lagootm Severe| permeability

Locdl roads and streets Severe; high water table

iLight industries Severe high water tale

10X 14 WOItKSHEET 12- 4--N--27413 OF

0X 10 WORKSHEET 12- 4--N--2741|-A OF



LEON SIIE$
2

DEGREE OF SOIL LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING PREATION DEVELOPMENT

Camp Areas Severe; high water table hzlng season of greatest ve

Picnic .Areas Severe; high water table crin season of gzea%es*c use

playgrounds Severe; high water %able durir4 season of greatest use, sand texture

Paths and Trails Severe; high water table duxlng season of grea%es% use

CAPABILITY, SOIL LOSS FACTORS, AND POTENTIAL YIELDS-- (High Level Management)

CaphilltyPhases of
Series

Ponded

IVw

Soil Lost Izish
K T )oatoee

100 lb.

150

cabbage
50 lb.
ags

375

Cn Pastuze
AM

Grass 7,5

(asa-elover 11

nses of
Series Grain and

seed crops

0-5 Poorly

Gra Wild Hardwood
legt mes herbaceous trees and

shrus

WILDLIFE SUITABILITY
Potential for Habitat Elements

conifer.
plamts.

Wel

.co

tential as Habiat For--

land S flow Openland Woodland Wetland
d and waler Wildlife ildlife Wildlife
er de el.

O-5

WOODLAND SUITABILITY



NAP 0L

LYNN HAVEN SERIES

SOIL NAffi

Lynn Hven eolla

SOl SURVEY INTERPRETATIONS

These are poorly drained sandy soils with a weakly cemented, organic stained layer within 30 inches deep.

They have black or very dark gray fine sand surface layer 8 to 20 inches thick and a light gray fine sand

subsurface layer 2 to IO inches thick. Below the organic stained layer is gray fine sand. These soils are

nearly level and in the lower Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain. They formed in marine sand.

ESTIMATED PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Ha jot
Classification

Coarse Percentage Less Than 3

Soil Fract. Inches Passing Sieve No.-- Permea-
orizons USDA >3 in.

LL PI billty
(inches) Texture Unified AASNO 7. 4 i0 40 200 In/hr.

O-16 5P, A-3, iO0 I00 80-1OO 2-12 NP NP 6.3-20
SP-SM A-2-4

SM
SP-SM A-2- 4

SP A-3,
SP-SM A-2-4

16-30

30-75

Fine sand

Fine sand

Fine sand

I00 I00 80-100 5-20 NP

I00 100 80-I00 2-12 NP

NP .63-6.3

NP 20

Avail. ShrinK-
Water Soll Swell
Cap. Reac- Poten-

In/in. tion tlal

.02-.05 4.0-5.5 Very

.05-.10 4.0-5.5 Very
low

.01-.05 4.0-5.5 Very
low

Depth to rock: Rock free Hydrologic group: B/D

Flood hazard: Flooded for short periods after heavy and extended rainfall.

Wetness: During most years water table is 0 to I0 inches deep for 2 to 6 months and i0 to 40 inches dee
for than 6 months;during extended dry periods it is below 40 inches deep.

SUITABILITY AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING SOIL AS RESOURCE MATERIAL
Topsoil Poor| sand texture
Sand Probable source
Gravel Improbable source
Roadfill Good; wetness may be hazard to its use

DEGREE OF LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR SOIL FEATURES AFFECTING SELECTED USE

Pond reservoir Severe; permeability

Pond embankments Severe; slope stability, permeability

Excavated ponds (aquifer fed) Slight

Corroslvity Uncoated steel Severe; fluctuating water table and reaction

!Corroslvlty Concrete Moderate to severe; reaction

Dwellings Severe; high water table

Septic tank filter fields Severe; high water table

Sewage lagoons Severe; permeability

Local roads and streets Severe; high water table

Light industries Severe; high water able
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LYNN HAVEN SERIKS 2

DEGREE OF SOIL LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING RECREATION DEVELOPMENT

Camp Areas Severe; high water table during season of greatest use

Picnic Areas Severe; high water table durin season of greatest use

Playgrounds Severe; high water table drir season of greatest use, sand texture

Pths and Trails Severe; high water table during season of greatest use

CAPABILITY, SOIL LOSS FACTORS, AND POTENTIAL YIELDS-- (High Level Management)

Phases of Capability
Series

Soil Los’ Irish
K T )otates

i00 lb.
bags
1750-2 IVw

Ponded VIIw

CaBbage
50 lb.
bags
4OO

Corn

7O

Pasture

AUM

Grass-clover

9.0

ll.O

phases of
Series Grain and

seed crops

0-2 Poorly
suited

Grasses,

legumes’

Suited

WlDDLFE SUITABILITY
Potential for Habitat Elements

Wild Hardwood Low Wetland Shallow
herbaceou trees and conifer, food and water
nlanZg shrubs plants, devel
Suited Ponrly Poorly Suited Suited

suited suit ed

tential Habitat For--

Openland oodland Wetland

Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife

Suited Poorly Suited
suited’

phases of
Series Ord.

0-2% 3w2

Phases of Series

WOODLAND SUITABILITY

otn$ial yroductivit2
mportant TreesSite Important Understory

iIndex Ve. (Med. canoDY

Slash pine 80

Loblolly p. 80

Longleaf p. 70

RANGE

[bs/ac

oodland

Erosion
Hazard

None

nasement Problems

Equip. iSeedling
Limit. ’Mortality

Mod. Moderat

Trees ts P]an

Slash pine
Loblolly p.

Range Site Name

Acid
flatwoods

Potential productivit2 (climax) of important species--ibs/ac

OTHER



MAP SYMBOL SOIL NAME

891 (LR) Lynn Haven soils

HAVEN SERIES
SOIl. SURVEY INTERPRETATIONS

These are poorly drained sandy soils with a weakly cemented, organic stained layer within 30 inches deep.

They have black or very dark gray fine sand surface layer 8 to 20 inches thick and light gray fine sand

subsurface layer 2 to IO inches thick. Below the organic stained layer is gray fine sand. These soils are

nearly level and occur in the lower Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain. They formed in marine sand.

ESTIMATED PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Hajot
Classification

Coarse Percentage Less Than 3
Soil Fract. Inches Passing Sieve No.--

Horizons USDA >3 in.
(inches) Texture Unified AASH0 7. 4 i0 /0 200

O-16 Fine sand SP, A-3, 100 I00 10-100 2-12
SP-SM A-2-4

16-30 Fine sand SM, A-3, lO0 100 )-100 5-20
SP-SH A-2-4

30-75 Fine sand SP A-3 100 100 30-100 2-12
SP-SH A-2-4

Avail. Shrln-
Permea- Water Soll Swell

LL PI blllty Cap. Reac- Poten-
in/hr, in/in, tton tlal

NP NP 6.3-20 .02-.05 4.0-5.5 Very
io

NP NP .63-6.3 .05-.i0 4.0-5.5 Very
low

NP NP 7" 20 .01-.05 4.0-5.5 Very
low

Depth to rock: Rock free Hydrologic group: B/D

Flood hazard: Flooded for short periods after heavy and extended rainfall.

Wetness: During most years water table is 0 to I0 inches deep for 2 to 6 months and i0 to 40 inches deep
for more than 6 months;during extended dry periods it is below 40 incheS deep.

SUITABILITY AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING SOIL AS RESOURCE MATERIAL
Topsoil
Sand

Poor sand texture
Probable source

Gravel Improbable source
iRoadfill Good; wetness may be hazard to its use

DEGREE OF LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR SOIL FEATURES AFFECTING SELECTED USE

Pond reservoir areas Severe; permeability

Pond embankments Severe; slope stability, pecmeability

Excavated ponds (aquifer fed) Slight

ICorrosivlty Uncoated steel Severe; fluctuating water table and reaction

,Corroslvlty Concrete Moderate to severe; reaction

Dwellings Severe; high water table

Septic tank filter fields Severe; high water table

Sewage lagoons Severe; permeability

Local roads and streets Severe; high water table

Light industries Severe; high water table
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LYNN HAVBN SERIES 2

DEGREE OF SOIL LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR FFATURES AFFECTING RECREATION DEVELOPMENT

Camp Areas Severe; hi water table during season of greatest use

Picnic Areas evere; high water table durin season of greatest use

Playgrounds Severe; high water table durim9 season of greatest use, sand texture

Paths and Trails Severe| high water table during season of greatest use

CAPABILITY, SOIL LOSS FACTORS, AND POTENTIAL YIELDS-- (High LeVel Management)

Phases of Capability
Series

Soil Los’ Irish
K T )otatoes

i00 ib.
bags
1750-2% IVw

Ponded VIIw

Cabbage
50 lb.
bags
4OO

Corn Pasture

AUM
7O Grass 9.0

Grass-clover ii .0

phases of

Series ;rain and
seed crops

Poorl
suited

WILDLIFE SUITABILITY
Potential for Habitat Elements

Grasses, Wild Hardwood Lw Wetland Shallow
legumes herbaceous trees and conifer, food and water

nlants shrubs plants, devel.

Suited Suited Poorly Poorly Suited Suited
suited suited

tential Habitat For--

Openland Woodlaid Wetland

Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife

Suited Poorly Suited
suited

hsses of

Series Ord.

0-2% 3w2

Phases of Series

WOODLAND SUTTABILITY

otential roductivit
Important Trees|Site Important Understory

|Tndex Veg. (Med. canoov
Slash pine 80

Loblolly p. 80

Longleaf p. 70

bs/ac

RANGE

oodland mnasement Problems
Erosion Equip. Seedling

Hazard Limit. Mortality

None Mod. Moderate

Trees to Planl

Slash pine
Loblolly p.

Ran6e Site Name

Acid
flatwods

Potential productivity (climax) of important species--Ibs/ac

OTHER



OIL SURVEY INTERPRETATIONS
The 0nslow series consists of moderately well and somewhat poorly drained acSd soils on broad
smooth interstream divides in the lower Coastal Plain. These soils have dark ray loamy
fine sand surface horizons withBh bodles, over brownish loamy Bt horizons. Slopes are less
than 3 percent,

ajor Classification
Soil

Horizons USDA
(inches) Texture Unified AASH0

0-18 1is, s SP=SM,’SM A-2
0-18 fsl SM, ML A-2,A-
18-43 sol SM-SC,CL A-4,A-
43-58 sl, scl SM, SM-SC ,A-2,

A-4

!/
ESTIMATED PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Coarse
Fract.
>3 in.

Percentage Less Than 3
Inches Passing Sieve No.--

4 i0 40 200

I00 60-85 5-30
i00 70-95 30-55
100 80-95 36-55
i00 60-90 30-55

Per,ma-
LL PI bility

in/hr.

P: > 6.0
15 NP 2.0-6.0
30 5-12 .6-2.0
420 NP-10 .6-6.0

Water
Cap.

.07-.11

.11-.15
12-.17
.12-.17

Shrink-
Soil Swell
Reac- Poten-
tlon tial

4.0-5.5 Low
4.0-5.5 Low
4.0-5.5 Eo
.0-5.5 Low

Depth to rock: Rock free

Flood hazard: None

Wetness: Seasonal high water table is about 18 inches of the surface 2 to 4 months anually.

Hydrologic group: B

’SUITABILITY AND MAJOR FEARIRES AFFECTING SOIL AS RESOURCE MATERIAL
Topsoil Poor too sandy
Sand Poor Improbable source
Gravel Poor Improbable source
Roadfill Fair -wet

DEGREE OF LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR SOIL FEATURES AFFECTING SELECTED USE
Pond reservoir areas

Pond embankments

Excavated ponds (aquifer fed)

Corrosivity Uncoated steel

Corrosivity Concrete

Dwellings

Septic tank filter fields

Sewage lagoons

Locl roads and streets

Light industries

Moderate:- permeability

Moderate permeability

Moderate depth to permanent dry season water table below 4 feet

High drainage and texture

High texture and reaction

Severe depth to seasonal water table

Severe depth to Water table

Severe depth to water table

Moderate wet

Severe wet

Sanitary landfills
(both methods) Severe high water table

REV. 7-70 I0 X 14 WORK SHEET 12--( 4-N-27413 OF 2
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ONSOW SERIS _/
DEGREE OF SOIL LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING RECREATION DEVELOPMENT

Camp Areas
Moderate wetness

Picnic Areas
Moderate wetness

Playgrounds
Moderate wetness

Paths and Trails
Moderate wetness

Phases of

Series

All

CAPABILITY, SOIL LOSS FACTORS, AND POTENTIAL YIELDS--(Hgh Level Management)

Capability Soil Los
K T Corn Soybeans Tobacco Peanuts

llw .17 4 115 40 2700 3000 5.0

Bet. (UM)

Ii.0

Phases of
Series Grain and

seed crops

All Good

Grasses
legumes

Good

WIpIFE SUITABILITY
Potential for Habitat Elements

Wild Hardwood Wetland Shallow
herbaceous trees andConifer, food and water
lants shrubs |plnt devel.

Good Good Good Poor Poor

4_/
WOODLAND SUITABILITY

otential Habitat For--

Openland Woodland Wtland
Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife

Good Good Poor

phases of

Series

All

Ord.

2w8

otential roductivit2
Important Trees[Site Important Understory

Index Ve=. (Mad. canonv
’Loblolly Pine 176,Slash Pine 80
iLongleaf Pine 67 N/A

RANGE

Woodland naement Problems
Erosion Equip. Seedling
Hazard Limit. Mortality

slight slight llght

Trees to Pla6t

Slash Pine
Loblolly Pin

Phases of Series Range Site Name Potential productivit (climax) of important species--bs/ac

OTHER

N/A

!/ Interpri:zt[ons based "Guide for Interpreting Englneerln Uses of Soils", Nov. 1971
2_/ Soils Mmo. 69
3_/ Soile Mmo. 74
/ Soil Survey Interpretations for woodlands, "Progress Report W-16", January 1970



NP SMBOL

830

SOl. SURVry INTERPRrTATION$

The Rains series consists of pory crined, oderate7 permeable, very strongly to strongly acid soils of the

Coastal Plain These soils have very dark gray sandy loa surface layers and gray ean clay loam subsoils. These

soils are on nearly level flats and depressions and around the heads of intermittent drains. They developed in

loam marine sediments. Slopes are conly less than 2 percent.

ESTIMATED PYSXCAL AND CHEMICAL

Major Classification
Coarse Parcentase Less Than 3 Avail. Shrink-

Soil Fract. Inches Paseins Sieve No.--
LL PI

Parma- Mater Soil Swell

Horizons USDA" >3 in. bilcy ap, leac- PoCen-

(inches) Texture Unified AASHO 4 l0 40 200 in/hr, in/in. L/on ttal

0-2" sl, fsl { A-, )0 Q0-95 20-0 20-0 2-10 2.0-6.3 .08-.2 4.5-5.

0-" 8, s A-2- 00 -5 20- -8 .-20.0 .0-.08 .5-5.5

12-, c sc or CI A- i00 -95 35-55 0-3 -I0 .63-2.0 .i0-. 4.-5.5

40-52 sandy clay SC or CL A-6 I00 -95 35- EO -20 .63-2.0 .11-.15 4.5-5.5

Depth to rock: Rock Free

Flood hazard: Frequent, mostly ponding

Wetness: Water table 0-15 inches 2 to 3 months in winter and spring

ydroloalc sroup: B/D

SUITABILITY AND AJ@R FEATURES APIVCTIG SOIL AS RESOURCE ATRXAL 2_/
Topsoll Fair wetness
Sand mrohable source
Gravel Improbable source
Road111 PoOF Wetness

O. OF LIMITATIONS AD KA3ORSOIL

Pd reseoir aremm

M Penalty

Pond anenCs

Sght

Excavated pos (squlfer
ve fer deer tn 6 eet

Corrosiviy Uncoated seel
gh ie and te

orrosivi ncree
Mem to gh , acidity

ell/use

etnes, fling

Septic tank file field

Sewage la
Modem

Wetness, Io

|OXI4 WOAILJl4il? 1-48 4-N741| IOP2

0XIO WOAKSHE|T 1-44 4-N-41|4 lOP|



RAINS SERIES

DEGREE OF SOIL LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR FEATUSES AFFECTING RECREATION DEVELOIW4ENT

Camp Aras
Severe Wetness, flooding

Picnic Areas

Severe Wetness, flooding

Playgrounds
Severe Wetness, flooding

Paths and Trails

Severe Wetness flooding

ND POTENTIAL YIELDS-- (High Lvel Management)

Phases of

Series

(drained)

(undrained)

APABILITY, SOIL LOSS FACTORS,

Capability Soll Los Cotton
K T ibs.

lllw 450

Corn

8O

Soybean

35

Cats Tobacco Fescue Bahia
bu ibs Clover A[

70 2200 8 i0

Phases of
Series

Phases of
Series Ord.

All

rain and Grasses
seed crops legumes

WILDLIFE SUITABILITY
Potential for Habitat Elents

Wild
herbaceous

Hardwood Low :Wetland Shallow
trees and conifer, food and water
shrubs planets_ cover devel.

WOODLA SUTABILITY

2w3

tential Productivity

Important Trees|Site Important Understory

!Tnde Ve. (Wed. cagp)

Loblolly pine 94

Slash pine 91

Sweetgum 90

hs/ac

otential
Openland
Wildlife

Drained-
Suited

Undrain-
ed -Poor
ly suite

Woodland nagement Problems
Erosion Equip. Seedling
Hazard Limit. MortalitM,

Sllght Severe Severe

as Habitat For--
Woodlan Wetland
Wildlif Wildlife

Suited Well
suited

Trees to Pla

Loblolly pine
Slash pine
Sweetgum
Sycamore

RANGE

Phases,of Series Range Site Name otentlal productivit (climax) of Important species--ls/ac

OT

/ Data :ed ,,. data by breau of Public Roads
2_/ Draft f ] Survey Interpretations, Com. IV, Southern Regional Work Plannin Confere.ce

// Soils Memo 69
/ Soils Memo 26



Beabrook Series
SOIL SURVEY INTERPRETATIONS HLRA -153

CME,RDW, HFL: 3-5-70

The Seabrook series consists of moderately well drained, rapidly permeable, very strongly acid soils of the
Coastal Plain. These soils have very dark grayish brown loa fine sand surface layers and dark brown to
brownish yellow loa fine sand subsurface layers mottled with yellowish red, brown, and gray. These soils
occur nearly level upland areas at low elevations along the Atlantic coast. They developed in sandy
marine sediments. Slopes are ’less than 2 percent.

ESTIMATED PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL IROPERTIES
General

C1aasiflcation
Sol 1

h-ofile USDA
(inches) Texture Unified AASHO
0-9 Loamy fine ,SP- A-2

sand, sand SM
fin4 sand

Loamy fine SP-SM
sand SM

% of Material Passing
Seive No.

..lO #o 2oo
in0 9O-lOO 9O-lOO lO-2O

9-54 A-2, i00 ?0-i00 )0-i00 8-20

Flood hazard: Infrequent, brief Depth to rock: Rock Free
t for

Wetness: Water tabl2 to 3 feet/moretha" 2 months during spring and winter.

Avail. shrink
LL PI Permea- Water Soil Swell

bility Cap. Reac- Poten-
iq/hr, iD/in %ion tial

NP NP 2.0-6.3 .05-.08 .i-6.0 Low

NP NP 6.3-20.0 .05-.08 4.5-5.5 Low

Hydrologic group: A

SUITABILITY AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING SOIL AS RESOURCE MATERIAL 2_/
Poor Texture
Fair Contains excessive fines
Poor none available
Good

DEGREE

nd reservoir areas

*ond embankments

OF LIMIT6TIONS AND MAJOR SOIL FEATURES AFEECTINU SELECTED USE /

Moderate Wetness

Severe Permeability

Slope stability, resistance to piping and
Moderate erosion

Excavated ponds Aquifer fed
Severe Depth to dry season water table

"Corrosivity Uncoated steel
Low

Corrosivity Concrete
High , texture and reaction

Foundations for low buildings
Moderate wetness"

Septic tank filter fields
Severe Permeability

SeQage lagoons

Severe Permeability

Streets and low-cost roads







Seabrook__,, Series DEGREE OF SOIL LIMITATIONS. AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING RECREATION DEVELOPMENT
Camp Areas

Moderate Wetness, flooding

Moderate Wetness, flooding

Playground
Moderate Wetness, flooding

Paths and Trails
Slight

Phases of

Series

0-2 percent

CAPABILITY, SOIL LOSS FACTORS, AND POTENTIAL YIELDS--(High Level Management)
Capability Soil Loss Soybeans Cabbage Snapbeans ’Cucumber Tomatoes CoasSal Bermuda

K T bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. AUM
IIIw .17 5 30 6 210 400 310 i0

Phases of
Series

All

WOODLAND SUITABILITY
Potential Productivity Seedling Erosion Equip.

Ord. Important Trees 5. I. Mortality Hazard Limit.
lass

2w8 Loblolly pine 90 Mod. Slight

Slash pine 90

Longleaf pine 69

Grazing
Trees to Plant Potential

Loblolly pine

Slash

WILDLIFE SUITABILITY
Openland Wildlife

Suited

Woodland Wildlife

Suited

Wetland Wildlife

Unsaited

RANGE
Site and kinds and amounts of vegetation under potential (or climax) cover.

OTHER

l_/ Da based test data by S. C. State Highway De4artment2_/ Drft of Soil Survey Interpretations, Com. IV, Southern Regional Work Planning Conference1/ ’Sofl Mmo-69
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WANDO SERIES

SOIL SURVEY INTERPRETATIONS ML 153
CME, PJ;HFL: 6-7

tThe Wando series consists of excessively drained, rapldl7 permeable, soils of the Coastal Plain. thee soils hsedar
brown loam fine sand surface ayers h+/-ch overlie rown loam fine sand sbeurfaee layers. These soils on neary
evel to gentl7 soplng plands at lc elevations alen the tlantic coast. They formed in sandy marine edments.
Slopes range from i to 4 percent.

Major CI siication
Soll

Horizons USDA
(inches) Texture 0nl fled AASHO

O-51 loamy fine SM A-2
sand

51-60 fine sand 4, SP- A-2,
SM A-

Depth to rock: Rock Free

Flood hazard None

.Wetness: Excessively drained

ESTIMATED PYSICAL AND CEMCAL PROPERTIES l_/
Coarse
Frac.
>3 in.

0

Percentage Less Than 3
Inches Passing Sieve No.--

4 I0 40 200

96-1OO 95-100 60-98 12-30

98-D0 98-100 51-98 5-20

Avail. Shrink-
Permea- Water Sell Swell

LL PI bility Cap. Reac- Poten-
in/hr, in/in, tion tial

NP NP .3-20.0 .05-.08 5.6-7.3 Low

NP NP 5.3-20.0 .03-.08 5.6-7.3 Low

SUITABILITY AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING SOIL AS RESOURCE MATERIAL 2_/
Poor Texture

Hydrologic group: A

Roadfill Good

DEGREE OF LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR SOIL FEATRES AFFECTING SEIJCTED USE2_/
Pond reservoir areas

Severe pid psrmeabillty when compacted

Pond embankments
Moderate Poor resistance to piping and erosion

Excavated ponds (aquifer fed)
Severe Depth to aquifer

Corroslvity Uncoated steel
Very low

Corrosvity Concrete

Low to’ moderate Textur and acidity

Dwellings

Septic tank filter fields

Slight

Severe Rapid permeability, inadequa.te filtration

Sewage lagoons
Severe Rapid Pereability

Locdl roads end streets

Slight

61ht industries

Sll’ght
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DEGREE OF SOIL LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING RECREATION DEVELOPMENT

Camp Areas

Moderate Surface soil texture
Picnic Areas

Moderate Surface soil texture

Playgrounds
Moderate Surface soil texture

hs and Trails

Moderate Surface soil texture

phases of

Series

CAPABILITY, SOIL LOSS FACTORS, AgD POTENTIAL YIELDS--(High Level Management)
Capability Soil Loss Corn Soybeans Cucumbers Snabeans Tomatoes

K T bu b bu

IIIS .17 5 50 20 275 180 200

Coastal Bermuda
AUM

Phases of
Series Grain and

seed crops

poorly
suited

WIDIF SUITABILITY 2_/
Potential for Habitat Elements

Grasses, Wild Hardwood Low Wetland
legtunes herbaceous trees and iconlfer, food and

plants shrubs !plants. .cover,
poorly poorly poorly suited unsuited
suited suited suited

Shallow
water
devel.

unsuited

tential Habitat For-
Openland oodlad Wetland
Wildlife lldlif Wildlife

poorly poorly unsuited
suited suited

Phases of
Series Ord.

.-4% 3s2

Phases of Series

WOODLAND SUITABILITY 4/
Potential odctivity Woodland

Important Trees|Site
llndex

Longleaf pine 170_+1
Loblolly ’pine 79

Important Understory
Ve=. (Med. canonv hbs/ac

Range .Site Namb

Mana6ement Problems.
Erosion Equip. Seedling Trees to Pla
Hazard Limit. Mortalt

Slight Moderat. Moderate

RANGE

Potential productivit (clma) of important species--ibs/ac

Loblolly pin
Slash pine
Longleaf
pine

OTER

Draft of Soil Survey Interpret.arlene, Com. IV, Southern Regional Work l’iannng Conforenc,.
Sois Memo 69.
Soils Memo 26.
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HOW TO USE THIS SPECIAL REPORT

Thls speclal report contains information that can be applied in

managing farms, ranches, and woodlands; in selecting sites for roads,

ponds, buildings, and other structures; and in Judg!n the suitability

or limitationsof tracts of land for farming, industry, and recreation,

Locating Soils

All .the soils of this area are shorn on the soll map in this

special report. On the soil map, map units are outlined and are

identified by symbols. All areas marked with the sme symbol in

this survey area are the same kind of soil.

Using the Soll Legend to Find Soll Interpretations and Information

The "soll legend" can be used to find the soll interpretation

sheet for a specific kind of soil. The "soll legend lists in

alphabetidal order all of the soils and their symbols that are on

the soil map. Use the symbol in the area of your interest on the

soil map to determine the soll name. If you are interested .n an

.area of land that is mavped with the symbol 365, go from the soil map

to the "soll legend" and find the name of the soll that is shown

by the symbol 365. In this example, the soll Ix Norfolk loamy sand.

Then, turn to the soil interpretation sheets that are arranged

alphabetically and find the interpretation sheet for the Norolk

series. If a series has more than one phase, the intrpretatlons

are shown for each phase on the interpretation sheet.



The interpretation sheets are the key source of information in

his special report. Each of the interpretation sheets gives a

brief description of the sol. This is followed by a section on

the estimated physical and. chemlcal properties of the soil. The

soils are rated as to their sultabillty as resource materlal, as

to their degree of limitation for several selected uses, such as

de111ngs, septic tank filter fields, etc., and for recreation.

The major features affctlng the soll for these uses are also

shon. Other information and interpretations given are the

capability, sol1 loss factors, and potential yields for the soil,

wildlife suitability, oodland sultabillty, etc.

The degree Of limltation for specific uses Include septic tank

absorption fields, sewage lagoons, shallow excavations, oe111ngs

without basements, sanitary landfill, and local roads and streets.

In these colunms, degree of llmitation is expressed as sllght,

moderate, or severe, and in some instances, very severe, and give

restrictive features if degree of llmitation is more than.

SliEht soil limitation is the rating given soils that have

properties favorable for the rated use The degree of limitation

is minor and can be overcome easily. Good performance and lo

maintenance can be expected.

Hoderate soil limitation is the rating given soils that have

properties moderately favorable for the rated use. This degree of

limitation can be overcome or modified by special planning, design,

or maintenance. During some part of the year the performance of the

8



structure or other planned use is somewhat less desirable than for soils

rated slight. Some soils rated moderate require treatment such as

artificial drainage, runoff control to reduce erosion, extended sewage

absorption fields, extra excavation, or some modification of certain

features through manipulation of the soil. For these soil, modifi-

cation is needed for those construction plans generally used for soils

of slight llmltation. Modification may.include special foundations,

extra reinforcement of structures, sump pumps, and the like.

Severe soil limltaton is the rating given soils that have one or

more properties unfavorable for the rated use, such as steep slopes,

bedrock near the surface, flooding hazard, high shrink=swell potential,

a seasonal high water table, or low bearing strength. This degree of

limitation generally requires major soll reclamation, special design,

or intemslve maintenance. Some of these soils, however, can be improved

by reducing or removing the soll feature that limits use, but in most

situations it is difficult and costly to alter the soll or to design

a structure so as to compensate for a severe degree of limitation.

A rating of very severe must be a subdivision of the severe rating

and the criteria used to separate moderate and severe must stand. A

soll rated very severe has one or more features so unfavorable for the

rated use that the limitation is very difficult and expensive to over-

come. Reclamatlon would be extremely difficult, requlrelng the soll

material to be removed, replaced, or completely modified. Very shallow

soils over hard rock or deep, wet organic soll material, for example,

have very severe limitations for houses with basements or for onslte

sewage dlsposal. A rating of very severe is confined to soils that

require extreme alteration and that, for "the most part, are not used

for the purposes being rated.





PREPARING INTERPRETIVE MAPS FROM THE SOIL MAPS

Individual maps showing the relative limitations of soils for

many specific purposes can be developed by using the soil map am the

interpretations. Ratings can be shown visually by coloring soil maps

or transparent overlays according to the traffic-light color connotations

to point up the limitations for a particular use. A map or overlay

can be made in this manner for septic tank filter fields, dwellings, or

for any of the uses for which the soils are rated. For example,

soil areas that have a slight limitation for a given use can be colored

green, those with a moderate limitation can be colored yellow, those

with a severe limitation colored red, and those with a very severe

limitation colored brown or purple to contrast with the traffic light

colors. When the interpretive map is complete, the patterns of soil

limitations are readily apparent. The user can quickly select areas

that have potential for a particular type of development and at the

same time identify the areas of severe limitations.



USE AND EXPLANATION OF SOIL INTERPRETATION SHEETS

The interpretation sheets provide information about the physical

and chemical properties of soils, the suitability and major features

affecting soils as resource material, the capability, soll loss factors,

and potential yields of soils, and where applicable, information on

the use of soils for range. Ratings as to the soils degree of limitations

for selected uses and the major soil features affecting each of these

uses are provided, and in addition the soils are raed as to their

suitability for wildlife and suitability for woodland.

The interpretations will not eliminate the need for on-site

sampling, testing, and study of specific sites for design and constructi

of engineering works and various uses. The interpretation sheets

should be used primarily to plan more detailed field investigations to

determine the conditions of the soil at the proposed site for the

intended use.

The interpretation sheets should be used only with soil surveys of

medium or detailed intensity, that have been prepared according to

standard procedures of the National Cooperative Soll Survey. It is

not intended that they be used with "Land-Type Surveys," low intensity

surveys, or general soil maps. The interpretations are for soils in

their natural state and not for disturbed areas that are altered by cut

or fill operations.
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When the interpretation sheets are used in connection with

delineated soll areas on soil maps, the information pertains to

the dominant soil for which the soil area is named. Other soils,

too small in area to map out, may occur within the soil map area.

The interpretations ordinarily do not apply to the included soils.

More detailed studies are required if small, specific sites are

to be developed or used within a given soil area. For example, a

soil map bearing the name Enon loam, 2 to 6 percent slopes, also

can include small unmappable areas of other soils such as Iredell

or Lignum. The interpretations apply to Enon portions of the

delineated area and not to the entire soil area.

ESTIMATED PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

The interpretation sheet has the map symbol and soil name

across the top for identification of the one to be used for

each soil that is on the map. A short description is designed to

give the user a mental picture of the soil. Following this, the

"estimated physical and chemical properties" are shown in table

form. These properties are given for specific soil series.

Although the soils bearing the same name are similar between counties

and states, the physical and chemical properties of these soils may

vary somewhat from one county to another and one state to another,



but the properties should still be within the range shown in the

table. For some soils some of the physical and chemical properties

are based on test data; in others these properties are estimates

using the best available data.

EXPLANATION OF ITEMS

Major Soil Horizons The depth in inches of the major soll horizons

that have similar properties are given in this column.

USDA Texture The USDA texture is based on the relative amounts

of sand, silt, and clay in a soil, giving rise to textural

classes such as sand, sandy loam, loam, clay loam, and clay.

(USDA Handbook No. 18, SOIL SURVEY MANUAL).

Unified Classlfication In the Unified system, soils are classified

according to particle size distribution, plasticity, liquid

llmit, and organic matter. Soils are grouped in 15 classes.

There are eight classes of coarse-grained soils, identified

as GW, GP, GM, GC, SW, SP, SM, and SC; six classes of fine-

grained soils, identified as ML, CL, OL, MH, CH, and OHi and

one class of highly organic soils, identified as Pt. Soils

on the borderline between two classes are designated by

symbols for both classes; for example, SP-SM.
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AASHO Classification The AASHO system is used to classify soils

according to those properties that affect use in highway

construction and maintenance. In this system, a soil is

placed in one of seven basic groups ranging from A-1 through

A-7 on the basis of graln-size distribution, liquld limit,

and plasticity index. In group A-I are gravelly soils of

high bearing strength, or the best soils for subgrade

(foundation). At the other extreme, in group A-7, are clay

soils that have low strength when wet and that are the

poorest soils for subgrade. The A-I, A-2, and A-7 groups

can be further divided as follows: A-l-a, A-l-b, A-2-4,

A-2-5, A-2-6, A-2-7, A-7-5, and A-7-6.

Coarse Fraction, Percentage of Material Greater Than 3 Inches

Most soils in North Carolina do not have material this

coarse. Soils that have a high content of shell may have

a small per=enrage of shells larger than 3 inches.. Soils in

North Carolina that contain pebbles larger than 3 inches are

rare.

Percentage Less Than 3 Inches Passing Sieve No. The measured

or estimated percentages of materials passing the numbers 4,

i0, 40, and 200 sieves are given for each major horizon. The

percent passing the 200 sieve approximates the amount of silt

and clay, but does include some very fine sand. A range is

listed because of the variability for a given soil.
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Liquid Limit and Plasticity Index These indicate the effect of

water on the strength and consistence of soil materil. As

the moisture content of a clayey soil is increased from a

dry state, the material changes from semisolid to a plastic

state. If the moisture content is further increased, the

material changes from a plastic to a liquid state. The

plastic limit is the moisture content at which the soil

material changes frOm the semisolid to plastic state and

the liquid limit from a plastic to a liquid state. The

plasticity index is the numerical difference between the

liquid limit and the plastic limit. It indicates the range

of moisture content within which a soil material is plastic.

Permeability That quality of a soil that enables it to transmit

water or air. Values listed are estimates of the range in

rate and time it takes for downward movement of water in the

major soil layers when saturated, but allowed to drain freely.

The estimates are based on soil texture, soil structure,

available data on permeability and infiltration tests, and

drainage observations of the water movement through soils.

On a given soil, percolation through the surface layer varies

according to land use and management as well as with initial

moisture content.
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Available Water Capacity the ability of soils to hold water for

use by most plants. The available water capacity is given in

inches per inch of soll for the major horizons. It is

commonly defined as the difference between field capacity

(1/3 atmosphere) and the wilting percentage (15 atmospheres)

times bulk density times the thickness in inches of the

soil. The water retention by soil is related to the particle

size and to the arrangement and size of soil pores. Fine-

textured soils tend to have higher water retention due to

small pores than do.sandy soils with large pores. Estimates

of the available water capacity for soils with normally high

water tables may appear meaningless until one considers

the possibility of artificial drainage or the natural

lowering of the ater table during dry seasons, or late

summer or fall. Soils of the same series vary from place

to place. Therefore, values can deviate considerably from

those listed.



Soil Reaction is the degree of acidity or alkalinity of a soil.

It is expressed in pH the logarithm of the reciprocal of

the H-ion concentration. A soll that tests to pH 7.0 is

precisely neutral in reaction because it is neither acid nor

alkaline. In words the degrees of acidity or alkallnlty are

expressed thus:

Extremely acid

Very strongly acid

Strongly acid

Medium acid

Slightly acid

Neutral

Mildly alkaline

Moderately alkaline

Strongly alkallne

Very strongly alkaline

Below 4.5

4.5 to 5.0

5.1 to 5.5

5.6 to 6.0

6.1 to 6.5

6.6 to 7.3

7.4 to 7.8

7.9 to 8.4

8.5 to 9.0

9;1 and higher

Shrlnk-swell Potentlal is the relative change in volume to be

expected of soil material with changes in moisture content;

that is the extent to which the soil shrinks as it dries or

swells when it is wet. Extent of shrinking and swelling is

influenced by the amount and kind of clay in the soil.

Shrinking and swelllng of soils cause much damage to building
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foundations, roads and other structures. A high shrink-

swell potential indicates a hazard to maintenance of structures

built in, on, or with material having this ratin.

Depth to Rock Unless otherwise specified, this refers to the

depth to hard bedrock. Iny soils in North Carolina are

designated as being rock free; in these soils the bedrock

so deep that reasonably accurate estimates of actual depth

cannot be made.

Flood Hazard This refers to water standing above the soil surface

for some length of time. In North Carolina this is most

comon in depressions or low areas without outlets. Soils

next to or near streams that overflow also have a flood

hzard. Soils that have a water table at the surface and

standing water on the surface only 2 to 3 inches deep for

short periods are not described as having a flood hazard.

Wetness The wetness is described in terms of the depth to

seasonal high water table. This is the highest level that

ground water reaches in the soll in most years.

Hydrologic Group Soils are grouped into four hydrologic soil

groups, A through D. These groups are used mostly in water-

shed plannlng to estimate runoff from ralnfa11. Soll

properties were considered that influence the minimum rate



of infiltration obtained for a bare soil after prolonged

wetting. These properties are: depth to seasonal high

water table, intake rate and permeability after prolonged

wetting, and depth to a layer or layers that slow or impede

water movement.

Dual hydrologic groups are given for wet soils rated D in

their natural condition that can be adequately drained. It

is considered that drainage is feasible and practical and

that drainage improves the hydrologic group by at least two

classes (from D to A or B). The first letter applies to the

drained condition.

Hydrologic Group A -’(Low runoff potential) Soils that have

infiltration rates even when thoroughly wetted and a

high rate of water transmission.

Hydrologic group B (Moderately low runoff potential) Soils

that have moderate infiltration rates when thoroughly

wetted and a moderate rate of water transmission.

Hydrologic group C (Moderately high runoff potential) Soils

that have slow infiltrate[on rates when thoroughly

wetted and a slow rate of water transmission.

Hydrologic group D (High runoff potential) Soils having very

slow infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted and a

very slow rate of water transmission.
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SUITABILITY AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING SOIL AS RESOURCE MATERIAL

EXPLANATION OF ITEMS

Topsoil as used here refers to soil material to spread over

barren surfaces, usually made barren by construction, so as

to improve soil conditions for re-establlshment and maintenance

of adapted vegetation; and to improve soll conditions on

lawns, gardens, and flower beds where vegetation already may

exist. Good topsoil has physical, chemical and biological

characteristics favorable for the establishment and growth

of adapted plants. It is friable and easy to handle and

spread. A high content of plant nutrients in good balance

is desirable, but it is less important that responsiveness

to fertilization, and to liming, too, if pH adjustments are

necessary. Usually only the surface layer is rated, but if

the subsoil is better than the surface soll it is rated.

The reclaimabillty of the remaining soll is considered in

the rating. The rating terms used are: GOOD, FAIR and POOR.

Sand and Gravel The ratings provide guidance about where to

look for probable sources. A soll rated as a good or fair

source of sand or gravel generally has a layer at least 3

feet thick, the top of which is within a depth of 6 feet.

The ratings do not take into account thickness of overburden,
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location of the water table, or other factors that affect

mining of the materials, and neither do they indicate

quality of the deposit. The soils are rated good or fair

if they are considered a probable source, and they are

rated poor or unsuited if considered an improbable source.

Roadfill is soil material used in embankments for roads. The

suitability ratings reflect (I) the predicted performance

of sol1 after it has been placed in an embankment that has

been properly compacted and provided with adequate drainage,

and (2) the relative ease of excavating the materlal at

borrow areas. In North Carolina depth to the water table

is not considered in rating the soils for roadfill. This

would eliminate too many soils that make good roadfill and

that are commonly used for this purpose. It is noted,

however, that a high water table may be a hazard to its use.

The rating terms used are: GOOD, FAIR. and POOR.

DEGREE OF LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR SOIL FEATURES AFFECTING SELECTED USE

This part of the soil interpretation sheet lists the degree

of limitations and factors affecting use of the soll for some

selected uses. The evaluation of the soils, expressed in terms

of degree of limitation, are predictions of the behavior of soils
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under defined conditions. The interpretations apply to the soils

in their natural state and not for areas that are altered by cut

or fill operations.

Soil limitations are indicated by the ratings slight, moderate

and severe.

Slight soil properties generally favorable for the rated use,

or in other words, limitations that are minor and easily

oercome or modified by special planning and design.

Moderate soil properties are moderately favorable for the rated

use; limitations can be overcome by careful planning and

design or by special maintenance.

Severe soil properties so unfavorable and so difficult to correct

or overcome as to require major soil reclamation, special

designs, or intensive maintenance. For some uses, the rating

of severe is divided to obtain ratings of severe and very

severe.

Very severe properties so unfavorable for a particular use

that overcoming the limitations is most difficult and costly.

The interpretations will not eliminate the need for on-site

study, testing, and planning of specific sites for the design and

construction for specific uses. The interpretations can be used

as a guide tO planning more detailed investigations and for avoiding



undesirable sites for an intended use. By using the soil map

and interpretations, it is possible to select sites that have

the least limitations for an intended use.

Many soils that have a high water table have severe or very

severe limitatlons in their natural condition. These same soils,

when drained artlficially, may only have a slight llmltatlon.

Modern equipment and knowledge make it possible to overcome most

of the limitations of soils for many urban and recreatlonal uses.

The degree of the limitation and the locatlon of the soll will

determine the practicability of developing the soil for the

intended use. No consideration was given in these interpretations

to the size and shape of soil areas, nor to the pattern they form

with other soils on the landscape. For example, some very deslrable

soil areas are too small in size or too irregular in shape, or

their occurrence with less desirable soils forms a pattern too

complex to be utilized for the intended use. Although not considered

in the interpretations, these liens should influence the final

selection of a site.

EXPLANATION OF SPECIFIC USES

Pond Reservoir Areas hold water behind a dam or embankment.

Soils suitable for pond reservoir areas have low seepage,

which is related to their permeability and depth to fractured

or permeable bedrock or other permeable material.
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Pond Embankments are raised structures of soil material constructed

across drainaeways in order to impound water. These embank-

ments are generally less than 20 feet hlgh are constructed

of "homogeneous" soil material and compacted to medium

density. Embankments having core and shell type construction

are not rated in this table. Embankment foundation, reservoir

area and slope are assumed to be suitable for pond construction.

Soil properties are considered that affect the embankment

and the availability of borrow material. The best soils have

good slope stability, low permeability, slight compressibility

under load and good resistance to piping and erosion. The

best borrow material is free of stones or rocks and thick

enough for easy excavation.

Excavated Ponds (aquifer fed) a body of water created by

excavating a pit or dugout into a groundwater aquifer.

Excluded are ponds fed by runoff and also embankment-type ponds

where the depth of water impounded against the embankment

exceeds three feet. The assumption is made that the pond

is properly designed, located and constructed, and that the

water IS of good quallty. Properties affecting aquifer-

fed ponds are the existence of a permanent water table,

permeability of the aquifer and properties that interfere

with excavation--stonlness and rockines.



Corrosivity Uncoated Steel This refers to the potential for

corrosion of uncoated steel pipe buried in the soil. The

soils are rated as follows: VERY LOW (noncorrosive), LOW

(slightly corrosive), MODERATE (moderately corrosive),

HIGH (severely corrosive), and VERY HIGH (very severely

corrosive). Corrosion of uncoated steel pipe is a physical-

biochemical process converting iron into its ions. Soll

moisture is needed to form solutions with soluble salts

before the process can operate. The corrosivity is

estimated by electrical resistivity or resistance to flow of

current, total acidity, soil drairage and soil texture.

Corrosivity Concrete This refers to the potential for

deterioration of concrete placed in soil materials.

Deterioration is caused by a chemical reaction between the

concrete (a base) and the soil solution (potential weak acid).

Special cements and methods of manufacturing may be used to

reduce rate of deterioration in soils of high corrosivity.

Some of the soll properties that affect the rate of deterioration

are sol1 texture and acidity, the amount of sodium or magnesium

present in the soll slngly or in combination, and amount of

sodium chloride in the soil. The presence of sodium chloride

in the soll indicates the presence of sea water. Sea water

contains sulphates which is one of the prlncipal corrosive

agents.
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Dwellings as rated in the interpretation sheet, are not more

than three stories high and are supported by foundation

footings placed in undisturbed soil. The features that

affect the rating of a soil for dwellings are those that

relate to. capacity to support load and resist settlement

under load, and those that relate to ease of excavation.

Soil properties that affect capacity to support load are

wetness, susceptibility to flooding, density, plasticity,

texture, and shrink-swell potential. Those that affect

excavation are wetness, slope, depth to bedrock, and content

of stones and rocks. Unless otherwise stated, the soils are

rated for dwellings without basements.

Septic tank filter fields are subsurface systems of tile or

perforated pipe that distribute effluent from a septic tank

into natural soil. The soil material from a depth of 18

inches to 6 feet is. evaluated. The soil properties considered

are those that affect both absorption of effluent and

construction and operation of the system.. Properties that

affect absorption are permeability, depth to water table or

rock, and susceptibility to flooding. Slope is a soll

property that affects difficulty of layout and construction

and also the. risk of soll erosion lateral seepage, and down-

slope flow of effluent. Large rocks or boulders increase

construction costs.



Sewage Lagoons are shallow ponds constructed to hold seepage

within a depth of 2 to 5 feet long enough for bacteria to

decompose the solids. A lagoon has a nearly level floor,

and sides, or embankments, of compacted soil material. The

assumption is made that the embankment is compacted to medium

density and the pond is protected from flooding. Properties

are considered that affect the pond floor and the embankment.

Those that affect the pond floor are permeability, organic

matter, and slope; and if the floor needs to be leveled,

depth to bedrock becomes important. The soil properties

that affect the embankment are the enineering properties of

the embalent aterial as interpreted from the Unified

Soil Classification and the amounts of stones, if any, that

influence the ease of excavation and compaction of the embank-

ment material.

Local roads and streets as rated in the interpretation sheet,

have an all-weather surface expected to carry automobile

traffic all year. They have a subgrade of underlying soil

msterial; a base consisting of gravel, crushed rock, or

soil material stabilized with lime or cement; and a flexible

or rigid surface, commonly asphalt or concrete. These roads

are graded to shed water and have ordinary provisions for
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drainage. They are built malnly from soll at hand, and

most cuts and fills are less than 6 feet deep.

Soil properties that most affect design and construction of

roads and streets are load supporting capacity and stability of

the subgrade, and the workability and quantity of cut and fill

material available. The AASHO and Unified classifications of the

soil material, and also the shrink-swell potential, indicate load

supporting capacity. Wetness and flooding affect stability of

the material. Slope, depth to hard rock, content of stones and

rocks, and wetness affect ease of excavation and amount of cut

and fill needed to reach an even grade.

Light industries ratings are for the undisturbed soils that

are used t6 support building foundations. Emphasis is on

foundations, ease of excavation for underground utilities,

and corrosion potential of uncoated steel pipe. The undisturbed

soil is rated for spread footing foundations for buildings

less than three stories high or foundation loads not in

excess of that weight. Properties affecting load-supporting

capacity and settlement under load are wetness, flooding,

texture, plasticity, density, and shrink-swell behavior.

Properties affecting excavation are wetness, flooding, slope,

and depth to bedrock. Properties affecing corrosion of

buried uncoated steel pipe are wetness, texture, total

acidity, and electrical resistivity.
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Sanitary landfill (trench type) is a method of disposing of

refuse in dug trenches. The waste is spread in thin layers,

compacted, and covered with soil throughout the disposal

period. Landfill areas are subject to heavy vehicular

traffic. Some soil properties that affect suitability for

landfill are ease of excavation, hazard of polluting ground-

water, and trafficability. The best soils have moderately

slow permeability, withstand heavy traffic, and are friable

and easy to excavate. The ratings apply only to a depth of

about 6 feet, and therefore, limitation ratings of slight

or moderate may not be valid if trenches are to be much

deeper than that. For some soils, reliable predictions can

be made to a depth of i0 or 15 feet, but regardless of that,

every site should be investigated before it is selected.

Sanitary landfill (area type) in this method of landfill operations,

refuse is placed in successive layers on the surface of the

soil. Daily and final cover material must be imported

because no trenches are dug unless it is for the purpose

of obtaining cover material. A final cover of soll material

at least two feet thick is placed over the fill when it is

completed. Some of the soll properties that affect the

suitability are wetness and depth to seasonal high water

table, flood hazard, pereabillty, and slope.



DEGREE OF sOIL LIMITATIONS AND MAJOR FEATURES AFFECTING RECREATION
DEVELOPMENT

Camp areas ratings apply to areas for tent and camp trailer

sites and the accompanying activities for outdoor living.

Desirable areas should require llttle site preparation and

should be sultable for unsurfaced parking for cars and camp

trailers and heavy foot traffic. The assumption is made that

good vegetative cover can be established and maintained. The

best soils have mild slopes, good drainage, a surface free

of rocks and coarse fragments, freedom of flooding during

heavy periods of use, and a surface texture that is firm

even after rains, but.not dusty when dry. Information

reardin limitations of access roads, septic tank disposal

fields, and artificlal drainage can be obLalned from the

front side of the soil interpretation sheet.

Picnic areas ratings apply to areas to be used for picnic areas

and extensive play areas. Ratings are based on soil features

only and do not include other features such as presence of

trees or ponds, which affect the desirability of a site.

The mos desirable soils have nearly level to gently sloping

topography, good drainage, freedom from flooding, a texture

and consistence that provide a firm surface when wet, and

ability to support good vegetative cover They also should

be free of coarse fragments and rock outcrops.
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Playgrounds ratings apply to areas to be used for playgrounds,

athletic fields, and organized games such as badminton and

volleyball. All areas are subject to heavy foot traffic.

The assumption is made that good vegetative cover can be

established and maintained. The best soils for playgrounds

have a nearly level surface free of coarse fragments and rock

outcrops, good drainage, freedom from flooding, and a surface

texture that is firm even after rains and is not dusty when

dry. Areas should be free of coarse fragments and rock

outcrops.

Paths and trails ratings apply to areas that are to be used for

trails, cross-country hiking, bridle paths, and other intensive

uses that require the movement of people. It is assumed

that these areas will be used as they occur in nature and

that little soil will be moved to provide this e. Consideration

should be given to placement of paths and trails on sloping

relief on the contour to reduce the erosion hazard. Soll

properties considered in making the ratings are those that

affect foot-traffic such as wetness, surface texture, and

coarse fragments and those that affect design, construction,

and maintenance such as slope, rockiness, or stoniness.


